KISS Meeting

Wednesday, October 23, 2013
Present: Natasha, Elizabeth, Mary, Krista, Sally, Cynthia, Alex T, Shane, Ian, Chelsea,
Erin, Khoa, Jamie, Alex P, Skaidra, Geoff, Arielle
Topic

Discussion

Introductions

- Name, Position, Best Halloween Costume

Communications
(Ian)

- sent out feedback form yesterday and
retweeted it yesterday - had three responses
(two from KISS)
- some feedback includes advising about KW
events, using videos, identifying which links
are important vs just for fun
- might hide competition in a link, so only
people who click links are rewarded
- could advertise competition before hand and
make it so one link is the winning photo
(maybe release photos from bios; cut out faces
or make a jib jab)
- will ask people to find one thing every week
- will broadcast the competition through various
means (email, twitter, etc)
- can we link it to QGM?

Fundraising
(Krista)

- not allowed to fundraise with Menchies
because we are not a charitable organisation
- Better than a Bake Sale will be November
27/28

ESS Update
(Jamie)

- Friday is Env Bomber night - free food for all
env students, also photographer, prizes, fun!
- canvassing WESEF for funds for new
microwave and toaster oven
- if you need finance info, talk to the finance
director Mustafa
- two canvasses in ESS Coffee Shop, so if
people have ideas bring in your idea by Nov 1
(but could push deadline)
- does KI changes affect incoming students only
or all current students? Alex was at faculty
meeting; it’s just that they updated the lists for
KI requirements and electives

Action Items

- update doc with
announcements

- Jamie will add to
communications
doc

Topic

Discussion

Action Items

Special Tropics
(Geoff)

- will be finishing off the proposals for next week
- Skaidra will chair meeting
- Geoff is trying to get meeting with CAC
- cool collaboration between ST, Kinnovations
and Kinnections to work with other
interdisciplinary programs on campus C2Cish for just UW? (programs like systems
design, art&bus, health informatics)
- Kinnections is working on creating
‘Connections’ project with high school
students

- compile list of
interdisciplinary
programs on
campus

Kinnovations
(Shane)

- big idea was to create conference like C2C for
UW - when would you want launch? looking to
plan better and launch in Fall
- could test concept by hosting mini-event next
term - maybe an event where KI students need
to bring a friend?

Events
(Sally)

- CKI hallway trick-or-treating between 10 and 3
tomorrow
- KI Rock Climbing at Grand River Rocks
(accessible by GRT) will be November 15 at 4
pm after seminar - still working out cost, if >20
people will be about $15
- Sally is making new KISS Board for Saturday if want to help come out on Friday before
seminar in Studio

- go to CKI Trick or
Treat

Fall Open House
(Alex)

- Alex, Skaidra. Natasha and Geoff have extra
shirts if you need them
- KISS Volunteers should go to Williams, KI
Volunteers should go to Studio (and anyone
can stop by, but ESS only wants two people at
once)
- Sally/Khoa from 10-12, Georgia/Krista from
12-2, Sally/Khoa from 2-4

- any volunteers
must wear KISS
or UW shirts
- Geoff will give
Khoa shirt

Topic
KISS Spiritwear
(Chelsea)

Discussion

Action Items

- Scarves: $10 ea + $200one time fee (to get
logo embroidered)
- Boxers: $20ea (can get them in plaid)
- Crewneck sweaters: $15.50ea
- sweaters are very accessible price wise
- can we come up with a punny thing to print?
- it’s nice too have something with our logo on it
so we can get publicity
- do we want the logo big or small?
- we may need to get the sweaters all in one
colour, or may be that the screen just needs to
be the same - Chelsea will double check
- what logo is going on the sweater? the KISS
square large on the logo on white
- can we set up an online payment system?
- can set up a drop off box with Darlene or Kim?
- do we have to use money box or can we
collect on our own?

- Chelsea will look
into sweater
colours but
otherwise would
be dark sweater
- Geoff will contact
Devin to find out
about an online
payment system
- Cynthia will ask
Mustafa about
how to collect
payment

#hashtagoftheweek
(Alex)
Checkout
(Skaidra)

#blackandorange
- from the survey, we decided to do checkouts
as well as check ins
- doing fuzzies - say something nice about
person to your left

